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Abstract
in thispaper. we take an availabilig-centric view on qualiry
of service (QoS) andpropose a model and mechanisms for
stirdying the effectiveness of realistic replication schemes
on availabili~QoS forpeer-to-peer (PZP) systems. We especially fackle the dynamic replicaplocement (RPjproblem
where ourfocirs is on choosing dynamically the number and
location of replicas while ( I ) meeting different availabiliry
QoSrequirernentsfor all individualpeers and (2) laking the
inrermittent connectivig of peers explicitly into accolrnt
We model PZP systems as a dynamic stochasric graph in
which the nodes go up and down depending on their assigned upprobabilily We develop some simple heuristic algorithms for solving the RP probleni, which are fully
distributed and adaptive. Through an event-drii,en simulation stu- we compare and evalirate the achieved availabiliQ QoS of fheproposed RP algorithms. Simirlation results
show that ( I ) even simple heurisficscan achieve reasonably
high availabili~QoS, und (2) satisfying availabilig QoS
requires more replicas thanfor only increasing the hit rate.

1. Introduction
Recently, it has been realized that the iniportance of satisfying service availahility is becoming one oithe most cntical factors for the success of Intemet-based services and
applications [I]. In this paper, we prcscnt a study of dynamic replication for availability, whcrc our goal is choosing
dynamically the number and location of replicas to satisfy
the availability QoS requirement for all individual peers,
while taking intenninent conncctivity of peers explicitly
into account. The main foeus of our work is building a modcl and devising mechanisms 10 study the problem of how to
satisfy different availability requirements for distributed
and replicatcd multimedia scrvices in widc-area P2P systcms, and to evaluate the achieved availability QoS. Some
selected characteristics of P2P systems, which motivate this
paper are:

-

Peers go upidown independently on each other. They are
connected to a P2P network for a while and hecome disconnected aeer doing some service-related operations,
e.g., downloading contents.
Peers are symmehic in terms of supplying and demanding services or content. This means that there is no Peer
which is permanently serving other peers, and vice versa.
Peers demand and supply d~fferentIwels of service availahility. The fact, whether a peers has launched the P2P
system's program and whether the peer has still enough
Storage capacity or access link bandwidth, affect strongly
the supplying availability of the peer.
The availability level, that peers dernand at service
acccss time, differs between pecrs; some peers may
expect extremely high available access, while other peers
may be happy with 'best-effort' availability level.

We model the P2P system as a dynamic stochastic graph.
In this graph, the nodes go up and down depending on their
assigned uptime probability and issue content access events
with a certain level of availability requirernents. We refine
the traditional availability definitions which are limited to
reasonably quantify achieved availability of (wide-area)
P2P systems. This is because the traditional definitions are
mostly used to specify the service uptime oitightly-coupled
or clustered dishibuted systems. Thus they are neither suited to cxplicitly capture the supplying availability ofindividual system components nor to eover failures of
communication links hehveen pccrs.
The placement algorithms considcrcd in this paper are
simple heunstics which use a 'ranking'-hased approximation method. I.e., compute the achieved availability ofplacing one extra replica on one peer node for all peers and sort
thcsc achicved availability values and select the bcst one
that does not violate any constraint of thc used metrics. To
quantitatively study the effectiveness of the proposed placement algorithms, we develop an event-driven simulation
model which captures the data access modcl as well as
pecrs' dynarnic hehaviour, e.g., going up or down, etc.

Through the simulation study, we leam that even simple
heuristics can achieve reasonably high availability QoS,
and that satisfying availability QoS requires more replicas
than only increasing hit rate. Additionally, the simulation
results indicate that the location of replicas is a relevant factor for satisfying the availability QoS. While thc availability
QoS improvement could be achicved by increasing replica
numbers, replica location and their dependability affected
the availability QoS more significantly. Our proposed replication and simulation model can be used for further study
on the dual availability and perfomance QoS for dynamically changing, large-scale P2P systems, as well as on the
replica placement for availability QoS guarantees.
The rest of this paper is organired as follows. In Section
2, we describe the proposed retinements of availability and
the availability QoS metrics tobe used for specifying and
evaluating the quality of replication. Section 3 presents the
replica placement problem and details our target P2P system model, the replica placement model and algorithms that
we use for our simulation study. In Section 4, we present
our implementation methods including the simulation environment and results. Section 5 discusses related work and
Seciion 6 concludes the paper.

systems, especially when they are applied to widely distributed (P2P) systems, they do not Cover failures of communication links behveen Peers. As a consequence, we need to
refine the traditional availability definitions to capture the
availability of all thc individual system componcnts. In Section 2.2 we propose three availability refinements, finegrained, decoupled and drferenriared availability.

2. Availability

.
-

2.1. Traditional Definitions
Availability is one of the most important issues in distributed Systems. Traditional definitions of availability are typicdlly based on (a) how reli;dble the underlying system is,
(b)whether the system has any built-in features of failure
detection and recovery, and (C)whether ihe system has any
redundancy for its individual system components ([4]). In
traditional distributed systems, service availability is usually defined as (a) the percentage of time during which the
semice is available (Equation 1).
Avoilribiliry =

MTTF
MTTF + MTTR

with

(1)

failure: no P2P service
MTTF: mean time CO failure
MTTR: mean time to repair

Hawever, these haditional availability definitions cannot
explicitly capture the availability of individual system components or the reachability of any data required by the system, in particular when all these individual system
components which affect the quality of supplying service
availability have different failure levels. For example, an
availability value of 99% does not indicate. whether it is due
to the failures of any disks or system nodes. Furthermore,
since these definitions are mostly used to specify the availability values for tightly-coupled or clustered distributed

2.2. Refining Availabiiity Definition
While we kcep the haditional availability definitions as
a basis for our availability study, we refine them to enable
to specify all the individual availability requirement levels
betweendifferent users, as well as to quantitatively evaluate
the reached availability of widely distributed systems.
Fine-Grained Availability
We refine the traditional availability definition as follows:
Ayuil~e„im

- . 4 v a i 1 ~ a tX0 A v o i l ~ y r t e m

with (2)

A v u i l ~ X d r = Availdynan,ic A v a i ' i j ~ t r ~ n 7 ; ~ x
(4)
This fine-grained availability definition contains the following meanings:

.

a service is available when both its data and the system
on which the service is mnning are available.
a data is available when it is reachable at access time.
a system is available, when both, nodes and communication links, are available.
a link is available, when it does not fail and there is
enough resources which can be alloeated for transmitting
the requested data stream for the demanding application.
a node is available, when it is up, i.e., not disconnected
from the network, and its intrinsies can be allocated for
processing the setvice request. Memories, CPU cycle,
and Storage spaces are examples for such kind of intrinsics.

Decoupled Availability: Demanding versus Supplying
We separate availability levels which the service (or the
underlying system) supplies from the availability levels
which users (or applications) request and perceive. Thus,
when we have an availability level of five nines (99.99%)
we can declare whether it is a requested availability value
by the users or a supplied value by the setvice system. By
having this refinement one can check whether the service
system maximizes availability, as well as whether the service system satisfies the requested availability.
For specifying demanding availability, we re-use the
availability definition where availability is defined as aratio
of successful accesses to totally requested accesses. For example, a demanding service availability of 99.99% means

minSafQoA - this is the minimum of the satisfiedQoA for
all demanding nodes with the placement R.
avgSatQoA - this is the average value of the satisfiedQoA.
Table 1 shows the notation and definitions of these availability mehics.

that a User expect to have an availability level of at least,
99.99 percent of the whole successful service access requests. The demanding availability levels can be specified
directly by users at service access time or by means of Semice Level Agreements (SLAs) which may be a serviee contract between users and service providers. In comparison tu
the demanding availability, the supplying service availability can be calculated by using Equation (2)-(4).

3. Dynamic Replica Placement in P2P Systems

Differentiated Availability
In P2P systems where several multiple applications are
hosted, the availability levels required by different applications may usually vary I.e., not all applications require the
highest availability level of 'five nines', but instead an approprtate level which satisfies the application specific requirements. A similar phenornenon can be observed within
a single application in which individual users demand different level of availability quality due to any resource ur
cost limitations. Here, we surnrnarize some selected motivations for differentiating availability levels:
Different users require different availability levels.
Different services and contents have different imponance
priority levels.
Availability levels are affected by different tirnes of day.

3.1. P2P System Model
Basic Assumptions
As the architeclure for our larget P2P systern of this
work, we basically assume a decenhalized and unstnictured
architecture in which there is neither a cenhalized directoiy
nor any precise conhoi over the network topology or content placement. At this point we assume that the P2P System
mns over an overlay network where each peer's physical
connection link can be mapped to a logical link in the overlay network. Furthermore, each peer, like a single Autonomous System and BGP router of the Intemet, has the ability
10 manage multiple routing paths to any destination peer to
access servicc concents, either the original or replicas.
Thus, when the dcstination peer or any Peer among the path
crashes or the (sub)path goes down, it can see other operational paths and choose the best one to continue its service
access.

-

Availability Metrlcs
To compare and evaluate the achieved availability
among the proposed replication shategies in this work. we
use the qual;fy of availabilify (QoA) concept [5] where the
availability is defined as a new connollable. obsewable
quality of service (QoS) Parameter. The exact form of QoA
Parameters can be specified both by applications and sewice providing Systems. The QoA evaluation conditions that
we use for evaluating achieved QoA in the evaluation pan
of this work are as follows:
Table 1: QoA Metrics
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the ratio of supplied availabilily
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satisfiedQoA - this indicates for each demanding peer
how much the availability requirement has been fulfilled
by the selected placernent R. For example, the required
and supplied availability values are 95% and 94%,
respectively. Then, thesarisfiedQoA is 0.99.

I

Modelling P2P Service Systems as Stochastic Graphs
P2P systems that consist of peer nodcs and interconnection links between them can be modelled as an undirecfed
graph, G(Y,E), where V is Lhe set of nodes and E the set of
connection links. This graph is dynamic if the members and
the cardinality of V and E change else it is sfatic. The graph
is said to be sfochasfic when each node and link are parameterized, statistically independently of each other, with
known availability or failure probabilities. For all of our
simulation mnning in this Paper, we model the target P2P
system as a dynamic and sfochastic graph.
In this graph, we assign the availability values to every
node of the graph, whne the demanding and the supplying
availability value are decouplcd for each node: the demanding availability value is assigned at the graph creation time,
while the supplying availability valuc is calculated by Equation (4). Furthermore, the nodes change their state between
up and down according to the given probability distribution
function.
The scope of dynamics that we capture in this work are
peers' siate (upldown) which causes the change of the
number of total peers being up, their connectivity and their
available Storage capacity. Concerning a peer's state and the
availability of contents located on the peer, we can assume
that the contents on the nodes are unavailable, when the

peer goes down. In our P2P model, we heat the upldown
probability of each peer ar, (a) given as a prior knowledge or
(b) unknown.

replaced by the new replicas, if there is a Storage capacity
problem at peers on which the created replicas should be
placed.

3.2. Replication Model

3.3. Problem Formulation

In this paper we assume a partial replication model in
which the individual files are replicated from their original
peer location to other peers, independently of each other.
Important decisions for a replication system, which wc will
intensively study in this work are:
what ro replicate? - replica selection. Selecting target
replicas dcpends on the popularity and importance of
contents, which can be gained by hacing users' access
histories. To build a realistic acccss model, the Uniform
and ZipFlike query distributions [8,14] are adopted for
our simulation study. As content access type we assume a
read-only access. This is generally the case in P2P filesharing systems such as Gnutella [2] and KaZaA [3]. In
this casc, we do not address rhe consistency issue.
how many fo replicate? - replica number. In addition to
the popularity and importance of contents, the stomge
capacity and access bandwidth of peers affect shongly
the decision of the number of replicas. In this work, we
also capture the number of replicas undcr replication,
i.e., the number of peers that have a particular content.
We use the term, replieation ratio to mean the percentage
of nodes having the content. For example, replication
ration 0.1 means that 10% of all peers have a replica of
thc original content. To fix the number of replicas during
the initial placement phase of our Simulation mns, we
will use the static replica distributions, Uniform and Pmportional, as given in [SI.
where to place the replicas? - replica locaiion. As [SI
shows, the location of replicas is a more relevant factor
than the number of replicas for achieving high QoA. Furthermore, to find a 'good' placement we should take not
only contents' populanty or peers' storageilink capacity
into account, but also ihe availability of individual peers,
e.g., the number of live (i.e., up) peers which may have
the original eontent or its replicas to be accessed. Our
replica placement model consists of two phases, pmaclive and on-demand placement. The proactive placement
is done at service initialization time before any content
access query is issued, while the on-demand placement
occurs during sewice nin time. We model the proactive
placement to be performed withiwithout a prior knowledge about the conient popularity and the network topology In case of the on-demand placement, new replicas
are created, if the set of currently reachable replicas
(including the original content, if available) does not satisfy the demanding availabiIity value of the querying
peer. Additionally, some existing replicas may be

We formulate the replica placement problem as optimization problem as follows. Consider a P2P system which
aims to increase its sewice availability by pushing its content or replicating the content to oiher peers. The problem is
to dynamically decide where content is to be placed so that
somc objective function is optimized under the dynamics of
content access Pattern and peers' availability and resource
conshaints.
The objective function can either minimize the total
number of replicas on the whole peer systems or satisfy all
individual peers' QoA requirement levels. For examplc, we
have a stochastic graph G (Y. E) as input and eventually a
positive integer number k as a maximum number ofreplicas
for each content. The objective of this problem is to place
the kreplicas on the nodes of V, i.e., find R with/R/ = ksuch
that a given optimization condition O(/R/, R,
QoA-condition) is satisfied for given availability requirements of service demanding nodes. How well the optimization condition is satisfied depends on the size of /RIand the
topological placement R. Because tbe main goal associated
with placing replicas on a given network in our work is satisfying QoA which can be required in different levels, we
take the availability and failure Parameters as our key optimization condition, i.e., O(lR/, R, satisfiedQoA) or O(lR/, R,
avgSatQoA).

3.4. Replica Placement Algorithms
The RP problem can be classified as NP-hard discrcte location problem [9]. In literature, many similar location
problems are introduced and algorithms are proposed 10
solve the problems in this category. The heuristics such as
Greedy, TransitNode, Vertexsubstitution, etc. are applied to
manv location 'nroblems and have shown their efficiencv
[10,11]. In this work, we take some basic heuristic algonthms. Yet, different variants of these heuristics and improvement techniques can be used wilh light modifications
to enhance the efiiciency and performance ofour basic heuristics:
Random (RQ.By using a random generator, we pick a
node V with uniform probability, but without considenng
the node's supplying availability value and up probability, and put it in10 the replica set. If the node already
exists in the replica set, we pick a new node, until the
given number reaches k.
HighlyUpFirst (UP). I h e basic principle of the UP heurislic is that nodes with the highest uptime probability

.

-

-

can potentially be reached by more nodes. So we place
replicas on nodes of V in decreasing order of uptime
probability
HighlyAvailableFirst (HA). For each node V , we calculate
its actual supplying availability value hy taking all the
availability values of its data, intnnsics and of all its adjaCent edges into account. The nodes are then sorted in
decreasing order of their actual availability values, and
we finally put the best k nodes into the replica set. The
use of the UP and HA heuristics assumes that we have a
prior knowledge about the network topology.
Combined (HA+UP). This method is a combination of
the HA and UP algonthms. For this algonthm, we first
calculate the average values of uptime probability and
supplying availability for all peers. We then select those
nodes as replica nodes for which both values are greater
than the average values: we first check the uptime probability value and then the availability probability value.
Local. To create or replace a new replica dunng service
mntime (i.e., simulation runtime), the peer places a new
replica on its local storage. The replica replacement policy bases either on lernt recentiy used (LRU) or on nmsr
frequently used (MFU) concept.

4. Simulation
4.1. Simulation Methodology
We built an experimental environment to perform
an event-driven simulation siudy for the replica placement problem addressed in Section 111. For our availahility evaluation, we conducted simulations on
random network topologies. By using the LEDA library [I 21 several random topologies in different sizes
can be generated at run time. Table 2 summarizes the
simulation Parameter settings and the random nuinber
functions used for our simulation. The simulation program is written in C/C++ and runs on Linux (Suse 8.0)
and Sun Solaris 2.6 macbines.
Tablc 2: Simulation parameters and their value ranges
Parameter

Valuer

teit graphs

peer up

probability

0.0 - 0.9 (avg: 0.3)

peer's storage capacity

100,500,1000 MB

content (daw file) size

3,5, 10, 100 MB

cantent popularity

.O-1 - .

range of demand availability

values

1

Table 2: Simulation parameters and their value ranges

availability

1

number of origin contents

' number

o f query events

1000

1

1000

query distribution

Uniform, Zipf

number of simulation time

100

SlOtS

on-demand placement
heuristics

HAtUP

2

4.2. Simulation Results and Evaluation
We evaluated the satisfied QoA of the used schemes using topologies of different sizes as well as Parameter values
shown in Table 2. We ran each simulation on each topology
using different value ranges for parameters of nodes. The
demanding and initial &ta availability values of the nodes,
as well as the up probability values of the nodes are assigned randomly, from a uniform distribution. To evaluate
the QoA offered by our replication schemes, we used the
QoA metrics defined in Table I of Section 2.
Elfects 01JRIon Satisfied QoA
The first experiment examines how the number of
replicas affects the satisfied QoA. For this purpose we
fixed the peers' average up probability as 0.3. The
simulation Starts hy placing k distinct contents randomly into the graph without considering peers' up
probability. Then the query event generator starts to
generate events according to the Uniform process with
average generating rate at 10 queries per simulation
time slot. For each query event, a peer is randomly
chosen to issue the query. As search method, we use a
multi-path search algorithm which finds all redundant
paths from the querying peer to all peers that have the
target content (either the original or a replica).
Figure 1 shows the results from this experiment with
the test g a p h G2. We plot the simulation time slot on
the X-axis and the average satisfied QoA (avgSarQoA)
on the y-axis. We distributed the 1,000 query events
randomly on the 100 simulation time slots. As Figure
1 shows, hy increasing the replication ratio, the average satisfied QoA values are converging towards 1.
This means, on the other side, the numher of peers
which contain the requested content (or its replica) on

shows, the Proportional scheme offers higher satisfied
QoA than the Uniform scheme for ihe Zipj-like access query
model.
2

0

'Uniform' o

1

0

(b)
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simulation time rlot
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Figure 2: Effects of initial replica selection schemes
on satisfied QoA: proactive placement: Random,
#peers=1000, peers' up probability=O.3, and query
model: Z@J
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Figure I : Effects of replication ratio on satisfied QoA
where proactive placement: Random, #peers=IM)O,
peers' up probability=0.3, and on-demand placement:
Local-LRU X-axis means simulation time slot.
their own local Storage is proportional to the replication ratio.
Effects 01 Initial Rcplica Selection on Satisfied QoA
In the second experiment we compared the two replica
sclection schemes - Uniform and Proportional which d e
cide, for a given fixed number of k, the target rcplicas
among original contents at Ihe service initialization phase.
In this experiment we pldced the k replicas on randomly
chosen peers which do not contain the original content of
the corresponding replica. Furthemore, the Peer contains
only one replica for each original eontent. As Figure 2

Effects of Placement Schemes on Satisfied QoA
In the third experiment we took different on-demand
schemes that create new replicas during the simulation mn
when the supplied QoA with existing replicas from the up
peers at the given time slot does not satisfy the demanding
QoA. In addition to the Local scheme, we tested the three
heuristics UP, HA, and UP+HA with the assumption that
we have knowledge about the peers' state. As Figure 3
shows, even though the heuristic algorithms are very simple, they achieved considerably higher satisfied QoA than
the Local scheme. For example, the QoA improvement of
the replicationratio range 10-50 is about 30.70%. Figure 3
(b) shows that this improvement pattem is ohservable independent ofthe graph sizc: PeerlOOand PcerlK in Figure (b)
are equal to the nodes size 100 (graph GI) and 1000 (graph
GZ), respectively.
Satisfied QoA versus Hit Probahility
Maximizing hit probabilily is one irequently used goal
for content replication [13]. In Figure 4 we show a comparison behvecn the two replication goals, i.e.. satisfying re-

Figure 4: Comparison of replieation eost for different
replieation goals: satisfying QoA vs. maximizing hit
probability. PI00 and PIK mean 100 and 1000 nodes,
rcspectively. X-axis means replication ratio. Y-axis
means the comulative distnbution function of the
achievcd QoA (sqoa) and hit rate (Found).

Figure 3: Effect of placement strategies on satisfied
QoA where proactive placement: Random and peers' up
probability=0.3. (a) average satisfied QoA from all four
heuristics used. #peers=1000, @) a comparison of the
average satisfied QoA between Local-LRU and Ui'heuristic with different graph sizes. Thc number of peen of
Peer100 and PeerlK isl00 and 1000, respectively. Xaxis means replication ratio, 0- 100%.
quired QoA and maximizing hit probability. In this
comparison the hit probability is increased when the querying peer finds the target content, while for satisfying QoA
the peer should additionally check the supplied QoA by calculating all the reachable paths to the peers containing the
target content (or replica). We tun the simulation on the test
graphs G1 and G 2 The average up probability of peers is
Bxed again as 0.3 and we used Random and UP placement
schemes for proactive and on-demand phase, respectively.
As Figure 4 shows satisfying required QoA incurs higher
cost, i.e., more number of replicas than just maximizing hit
probability. For example, at replica rate=0.2, the gap between sqoa (satisfied QoA) and Found (hit probability
reached) is about 20% of achieved rate. And, to achieve the
same rate of SO%, for satisfying QoA, we need a 30% higher
replication ratio.

The following observations could be identificd from our
experimental results: (1) the location of replicas is a relevant factor for satisfying the QoA. While the QoA improvement could be achieved by increasing replica numbers,
replica locat~onand their dependability affected the QoA
more significantly; (2) Even a simple heunstic-based dynamic replica (re-)placement could increase the satisfied
QoA.

5. Related Work
Replication related works that have recently been published are [8,13,14] where the goals are somewhat different;
maximizing hit probability of access requests for the contents in P2P community, minimizing content searching
(look-up) timc, minimizing the number of hops visited to
find the requcsted content, minimizing replication cost, distributing peer (server) load, ete.
Kangasharju et al. [I31 sNdied the problem of optimally
replicating objects in P2P communities. The goal of their
work is to replicate content in order to maximize hit probability. They especially tackled the replica replacement problem where they proposed LRU (least recently used) and
MFU (most frequently used) based local placement
schemes to dynamically replieate new contents in a P2P
community. As we have shown in Figure 4, maximizing hit
probability does not satisfy the required QoA and, furthermore the two different goals lead to different results.
Lv et al. 181and Cohen and Shenker[l4] have recently addressed replication strategies in unstmctured P2P nehvorks.
The goal of their work is to replicate in order to reduce random search times.

Yu and Vahdat [I51 have recently addressed the costs
and limits of replication for availability. The goal of their
work is to solve the minimal replication cost problem for a
giventarget availability requirements, tbus they tried to find
optimal availability for given constraint on replication cost
where the replication cost was defined to be tbe sum of tbe
cost of replica creation, replica tear down and replica usage.
Our work differs in that our goal is to replicate content in order to satisfy different levels of QoA values required by individual Users. Furthermore, their work does not take P2P
system specific features such as changing peers' state - going up or down - into account.
Related to supporting lookup services, there are many
ongoing research efforts sueh as Chord [I61 and Pastry [17].
They detail the mechanisms for supporting the semices that
they offer such as indexing, lookup, insert, search, update,
and delete. While some of them support fault tolerante by
replicating the mapping information, i.e., the keylvalue
binding information on multiple peers, tbey do not give any
availability guarantee for values, e.g., files or multimedia
contents, than that of 'best-effort' availability support. Furthermore, it is not clear under which criterion the number
and location of replicas are determined.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented our modelling and simulation
smdies of dynamic replication strategies for satisfying
availability in decentralized P2P systems. We took an availability-centric view on QoS and treated availability as anew
controllable QoS parameter. We modelled a P2P system as
a dynamic stochastic g a p h where all nodes are parameterized with known availability and up probabilities. Based on
the QoA concept, we tackled the replicaplacement problem
and studied tbe effects of the number and location of replicas on the reached QoA. Our goal was choosing dynamically the number and location of replicas to satisfy the
availability QoS requirement for all individual peers, while
taking intermittent connectivity of peers explicitly into acCount.
From simulation studies, we have leamed that (1) satisfying QoA requires more replicas than only increasing hit
rate, (2) the location of replica is amore relevant factor than
its number for satisfying the required QoA, and (3) even
simple heuristics can achieve reasonably high QoA. Our
proposed replication and simulation model can be used for
f i h e r study on the dual availability and performance QoS
for dynamically changing, large-scale P2P systems, as well
as on the replicaplacement for availability QoS guarantees.
Furfhermore, for a practical use of our proposed model,
we can adopt a service and resource monitor located in each
peer, which gathers periodically the necessary availability-

related information such as total service launch time and
percentage of freely available Storage space, etc.
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